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Placement Opportunity
Undergraduate (BA) student:
Graduate (MA) student:
Reference:
Company Name:
Company Type:
Location:
Stay Duration:

☒
☒

Younity-01
Younity Technologies
Startup – stealth, early stage
Migdal Shalom, Ahad Ah’Am 9, Tel Aviv
3-6 months

Company Description:
Everywhere around the world the cost for internet is high, service is mediocre, and you are most likely to hate your internet
service provider. Younity revolutionizes the internet service provider (ISP) concept as we know it.
Younity’s mission is to reduce internet costs, provide amazing service experience and give back to community.
Using innovation and modern technologies, Younity is able to reduce ISP operational costs and simultaneously provide great
customer support. At Younity we believe that internet access should be affordable to anyone, anywhere. Part of what we do
is connect the unconnected within your community.
Our goal is to enable our customers to LOVE their ISP and embrace their community.
Job Description and Tasks:
Marketing and Business Development
We are looking for curious, creative and independent students to join our a-team.
If you are passionate about technologies and communities, your place is with us.
As an early stage startup, we’ll be moving quickly and adjusting on-the-go.
Tasks will include:
 Creation of marketing materials
 Exploring new business opportunities
 Business Analysis
 Competitive Landscape Analysis
Essential Requirements:
 Fluent level of written and spoken English, additional languages are a benefit
 Team player
 Studying a related BA or MA degree
 Working well in a fast-paced challenging work environment
 Detail-oriented and organized
 Excellent communications skills

Remuneration Details:
Local transportation costs will be covered in addition to happy hour beers and humus.
We are happy to assist with finding accommodation.

Chairman: Mickey Steiner
Vice Chairmen: Wolfgang Hisserich, Eran Vanounou
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